Welcome to the sixth "Road to Tokyo 2020" Newsletter, designed to keep you up to date in the build up to the Olympic and Paralympic Games next year.

More than ever, and in light of the changing circumstances due to the Covid-19 pandemic and the multifaceted repercussions, communications are at the forefront of our endeavours. Below we have summarised some of the latest news around the Olympic and Paralympic Games as well as the useful links and FAQ hubs where information is updated on a daily basis.

The updated timeline is also an important resource which we hope will help guide you in your preparations for this very unusual "Road to Tokyo". We will continue to share information as it becomes available and/or is confirmed; please do not hesitate to contact us should you have any queries.

Many thanks for your attention. #StaySafe and #StayStrong.
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Key dates and milestones leading up to the Tokyo 2020 Games

- **15 January 2021**: Horse ownership and nationality registration (FEI deadlines)
- **23 April 2021**: Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games Accreditation deadline
- **14 May 2021**: Tokyo 2020 Paralympic Games Accreditation deadline
- **21 June 2021**: FEI Deadline to fulfil MER requirements and confirmation results (FEI Olympic nominated entries)
  Please refer to the FAQ for information
- **05 July 2021**: FEI Deadline to fulfil MER requirements (FEI Paralympic nominated entries)
News from Tokyo 2020

Ticketing Update

The IOC have published a comprehensive FAQ around ticketing and the various scenarios following the postponement of Tokyo 2020.

Click here for more information on ticketing.
Construction of all legacy elements of the venue at Bajikoen is complete and with much of the temporary infrastructure also already installed Tokyo 2020 will be ready to welcome Horses and Athletes this time next year.

Rules and Qualifications

Rules

The revised FEI Regulations for Equestrian Events Tokyo (JPN) 2020 Olympic Games and Paralympic Games have been approved and are now available here:

- Olympic Games
- Paralympic Games

Both, a clean copy and the mark-up version of the updated Regulations showing the changes made further to the decision to postpone the Olympic Games and Paralympic Games have been published in order to facilitate the review.

The revised Regulations for Tokyo 2020 include changes to dates and deadlines including the deadline for Horse ownership and nationality registration, which is now 15 January 2021, as shown in the “key dates and milestones” section above.

The revised qualification procedures, already published in May 2020, are included in the updated Regulations and there are also some other minor changes made further to the homologation process undergone with the Olympic Results and Information Service (ORIS).

Qualification systems

The qualification systems for both the Olympic and Paralympic Games were also updated and published on 20 May 2020 following the postponement of the Games. These can be found here:

- Olympic Games
- Paralympic Games
We recommend all interested parties familiarise themselves with the new Regulations, deadlines and qualification systems applicable for the Tokyo 2020 Games.

Useful links

All the latest information on Tokyo 2020 on Inside.FEI.org:

- Click here for all relevant info about the Olympic Games
- Click here for all relevant info about the Paralympic Games
- Click here for Tokyo 2020 FAQs for all questions related to the Covid-19 pandemic and the postponement of the Olympic and Paralympic Games. From qualification related queries to age-related requirements and the validity of MERs, we have you covered.